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IJEA promotes academic debates on the status quo, aiming to
bridge disciplines, theory and practice. Audit and accounting/
financial failures instigated the recent economic and financial
crisis, triggering the worldwide recession. These factors require
ongoing investigation to alleviate the present crises and help
avert the next one. Beyond the immediate crisis, economic
policies, accounting and auditing affect the stability of major
institutions and even national and international economies,
with the centre of gravity of the industrial sector in constant
transition.
Contents:
IJEA publishes original double-blind refereed papers,
Special Issues and case studies.
Topics covered include:
• Accounting/auditing in economic/financial
crises
• Accounting within the global economy,
climate change
• Definitions/origins of accounting
• Business theories/models, early economic
theories
• Political economy, exercise of power
• International capital
markets/accounting/regulations
• Reporting impact on stock market
instabilities
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• Accounting/auditing and money
laundering's impact on economies
• Regulation of national/international banking
• Accounting and the labour process
• Government functions' accountability
• Accounting history; as social memory
• Accounting/democracy in the workplace
• International relations (e.g. Third World debt)
• Gender/class conflicts
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